
Chapter 29 IntegratedResourcePlanning and Reporting

Rule 29

100 Purpose
The Integrated Resource Planning and Reporting ("IRP") Rules set forth in Sections 104
through 106, infra, shall be used by jurisdictional investor-owned electric utilities
regulated by the Mississippi Public Service Commission ("Commission") in the
development and reporting of long-term resource plans. The IRP reporting requirements
established herein are intended to allow electric utilities the necessary flexibility to
formulate plans that reflect their specific circumstances and best meet the needs of their
customers, while providing a level of transparency that furthers the public policy goals of
this Commission and the State of Mississippi. Comprehensive IRP should include an
analysis of supply and demand-side resources, and consider transmission needs, in order
to satisfy the utility's load requirements while balancing costs, energy reliability and
efficiency, environmental responsibility, risk mitigation and reasonably priced service for
customers. Yet the process should remain flexible to account for changing conditions
that affect the planning process.

An efficient delivery system is also integral to overall energy efficiency. For electric
utilities, the energy grid is moving from what has historically involved primarily
unidirectional energy flows into a more fully integrated energy network, where energy
flows bi-directionally between retail customers and utilities. Delivery efficiency and
maintaining adequate reliability potentially become more challenging and increasingly
important as the system becomes more complex. For natural gas utilities, technology is

also advancing in areas such as system integrity and energy efficiency. Consequently, all
regulated gas and electric utilities shall report to the Commission annually, as described
in Section 500 of this Rule, on their efforts to improve energy delivery, through
modernization of existing infrastructure, improvements to lower energy delivery costs

(e.g., by expanding access to supply alternatives or relieving congestion in the delivery
system), and/or through the expansion of energy delivery to additional customers.

101 Definitions
1. Demand-Side:

a. Management - Activities or programs undertaken to influence the amount and
timing of electricity use. Note that the term "demand-side management" is often used

in a general way to refer to all energy efficiency and load-management programs.

b. Measure - Any device, technology, or operating procedure that
makes it possible to deliver an equivalent level and quality of energy service while
permitting the customer to use less energy or peak demand than would otherwise be
required.

c. Program - A collection of demand-side measures designed to operate as a single
program, which serves to reduce a utility's capacity or energy requirements.
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d. Portfolio - The totality of a utility's efforts to promote demand-side management.

2. Demand Response:
Load management programs and/or practices that have the intended goal of reducing
or shifting load from hours with high electricity costs and/or reliability problems.
Demand Response programs may include but are not limited to direct load control
(such as air conditioners and water heaters), or- incentive rates designed to induce
lower electricity use at times ofhighwholesale market prices or when system

reliability is jeopardized.

3. Energy Efficiency:
Reducing the kiemandfin kW) and the rate-et-amount of v44c-h-energy (in I;Wh) is commented [BB1]: Energy efnciency can also reduce

used-consumed by equipment and/or processes while maintaining or improving the demand (kW) in addition to energy (kWh)

customer's existing level of comfort and end-use functionality. Such reductions may
be achieved by substituting more advanced technology or by reorganizing the process

to reduce waste, reduce waste cooling, or improve the thermal properties of a

building. Energy efficiency also includes the reduction of energy through behavior-
based programs that may reduce peak load but have little to no associated energy

savings, typically known as demand response.

4. Integrated Resource Planning:
IRP is a type of utility planning process that develops long-range resource plans by

seeking to identify an optimal combination of resources (including traditional supply
sources, emerging supply sources such as distributed energy resources, demand-side
resources, energy efficiency, conservation, and possibly other options) to meet
forecasted load requirements at the lowest reasonable total cost, subject to various

objectives and constraints, including but not limited to reliability, planning, regulatory,
environmental and operational requirements. The resource planning process should
also define and assess various costs, benefits, and potential risks as they appear and are

known in the market.

5. Planning Period/Horizon:
The period for which resources must be planned to meet customer load requirements.
The default planning period/horizon for the Utility Resource Plan, described infra, is

twenty (20) years.

6. Power Purchase:
A transaction to purchase capacity and/or energy from another electric power supplier.

7. Stakeholders:
This includes any interested party eligible to appear and/or intervene in Commission
proceedings pursuant to Rule 6-121 of the Commission's Public Utility Rules of
Practice and Procedure.

8. Supply-side Resource:
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An electric generating unit, either owned or operated by the utility, or a capacity
purchase. Capacity upgrades and retirements of existing supply-side resources are
issues typically considered in a utility's IRP.

9. Utility:
Any electric utility furnishing electricity service within the State of Mississippi and
subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission.

102 Relationship of the Commission and Utilities to IRP
The periodic filing by a utility of an IRP report provides transparency for the
Commission, Mississippi ratepayers, and other interested stakeholders. IRP filing
requirements do not change the fundamental regulatory relationship between the utilities
and the Commission, or otherwise relieve such utilities from their statutory obligation to
provide reasonably adequate service at just and reasonable rates. These obligations
require that utilities maintain local control of their resource planning process and
decision-making, because utilities are the entities that will be held accountable for their
planning decisions by the Commission. I

I

The IRP reporting requirements embodied in this Rule are not intended to drive any
specific outcome or dictate any specific utility investment decisions. To that end, these
IRP reporting requirements do not supplant or equate with a prudence determination or
otherwise replace the Commission's existing regulatory processes for petition and
approval of requisite certificates of convenience and necessity for new resources.
Consistency between a utility's filed IRP and subsequent Commission proceedings will,
however, be a factor for the Commission to consider in evaluating the prudence of utility
investments, construction of infrastructure, and rate applications. Any changed
circumstances that occur after the IRP has been developed and filed will also be
considered in such proceedings.

103 Required Reports
The required reporting under this Rule shall be comprised of three-five_separate
components: (1) the Utilitv Resource Plan: Methodoloav and Inputs Report: (-1-_2) the
Utility Resource Plan: Analysis; (2) Near-term Action Plan; (4) the Mid-point Supply-
side Update; and (&_5) the Annual Energy Delivery Plan.

104 Utility Resource Plan
The Utility Resource Plan must contain the elements set forth below, and shall be filed by
all regulated electric utilities in accordance with the time frame and deadlines established --

herein. commented [BB21: Customers of vertically integrated
utilities have little to no choice over the generation resource
decisions made on their behalf. As such, the opportunity for

1. Methodology and Inputs Report stalieholder groups that represent these customers and other

tihe Nietifodoloev and Inþuts Report shall be subject to stäeliolder feedBück ¡g interests to weigh in on the resource planning process is

accoidanëe ivith Seötion105. such that any interested paitv mav file comments
critical.

addresšftig the próposedhiethodology and Inputs. / This iterative process allows for meaningful stakeholder
engagement to take place, ensuring transparency,

.
accountability, and accuracy.

a. Statement of Objectives
See 25x'25 Comments re Proposed IRP Rule, 4.I.2, page 7.
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hiutÏÏityshall cÏ hily state and support the obÍecjivés fGr its IRP, wÏ1ich may
sh ÏÏ incllide but ar not limitedto: reliable, adequatég, and reasonably-priced

seiÑÏce: In additioitŠ these primar*óbiectives, the IRP should also articulate hoW

it còntributes towards other obiectives includine but not limited toi; economic Ôommented Ë3]: It shoukl be articida ed which

efficiency; financial integrity of the utility; impact to customer bills: equal objectives are the priority objectives and which are

consideration of available-aa commercially pr: available -demand-side and
sco aiia

te
IRPOthenvse,SSeeeco2

x 5 Cm ese

supply-side resources; reasonable mitigation of potential risks; consideration of Proposed IRP Rule, 4.1 1, page7.

future environmental impacts and associated costs; and consistency with

governmental regulations and policies. In meeting its defined objectives, the

utility should put itself in a position to respond to reasonably anticipated
economic conditions, technological advancements and changes, and customer

demand for energy services. Any utility-specific objectives must comply with the

Commission's overall objective of ensuring transparent evaluation of a

comprehensive set of potential resource options to determine a base or reference

resource plan that offers the most economic and reliable combination of resources

satisfying the forecasted load requirements.

b. Modeling Protocol
The utility shall clearly state and subyiort its methodoloev foi analysis of
identified resource portfolios. To the extent that the analvsis depends on

sáthvare/modelingtobls to determine resource additiohs and retirements. such

software with all assumed inuuts should be rhade avaiÍable for use by the

tomínÏssion and Public Utilities Staff ("Staff"). Commented [884]: 2 '25 is concerned that without this

text the modeling exercise conducted by the utility will be a

"black box," which would not provide the level of

b Development of a Range of Demand Forecasts transparency desiredby the Commission.

A forecast of peak load and energy requirements over a planning period/horizon See 25x'25 Comments on Development oflRP Rule, 2.7,

of twenty (20) years shall be developed, and the amount of capacity required to page 14.

serve those forecasted load requirements shall be determined, taking into
consideration the utility's reliability requirements ondexisting supply-and

demand-side resouî ces úts-ef
chye

o

irnce
n d

toDema forecast are inedpende i

A reasonable set of best practices indicate that the demand forecast shall be

assumptions for econometric and/or end use variables should be considered in the developed prior to the consideration offesource portfolios.
Through the IRP analysis, the demand forebast will serve as

development of a range of outcomes (futures) that complement the long-term
a basis for determining the amount, type, and timing of

forecasts of energy demand and energy consumption. A planning period/horizon resources needed, See 25x'25 Comments on Developme c

of 20 years shall be used.
IRP Rule, p

Commented [BB6]: Utilities should be required to

eg. Identifying and Characterizing Supply-Side and Demand-Side Resources consider components beyond cost, such as risk.
Consideration of risk is of particular importance when

For purposes of the entire 20-year planning horizon, the utility should assess its comparing long-term and short-term resource contracts. Thi

supply-side and demand-side resources based on their cost effectiveness and risk is discussed in detail in 25x'25 Comments re Proposed IRP

exposure and considering both the utility's planning objectives and the if(SB
Commission's stated policy goals. For incremental capacity additions, reasonably commented [BB7]: The text as currently proposed may

useful, commercially-preëeaavailÃbÌel and economic supply-side and demand- allow the utility to eliminate viable resources based on théir

.
sole discretion. Resourcesthat may be available in the near

side resources that may be available to a utility should be considered, includmg futtire or have limited commercial deployment shotild be

but not limited to energy efficiency, demand response, and distributed energy considered in the resource portfolios. Discussion on whethe

resources ("DER"). The utility's filed HL-P-Repert-Methodoloav & Inputs Report a resource is to be considered viable and determination o

should, at a minimum, include an evaluation and discussion of the following:
',"ac o l p se be

d

sSe iodoc0ct
S

2n h2e

Comments re Proposed IRP Rule, 4.112, page 10.
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i. Existing Supply-Side Resources
The utility shall identify, evaluate and discuss in its IRP Report all

existing supply-side resources, including but not limited to:

1. Utility-owned generation - The utility shall include in this

section an evaluation and discussion of any planned additions

and/or retirements to legacy fleet.

2. Power-purchase transactions of any type, one year or longer in

duration;

3. Unsolicited written, term sheet offers for firm power of 50 MW
or more, including analysis, determination of whether the offer

was rejected and the reason for rejection;

4. Sale transactions of any type, one year or longer in duration;

5. Exchange energy;

6. Cogeneration;

7. Existing Distributed Energy Resources;

nte BBÑ: terruptible capa ity should be

considered a demand-side resource rather than a supply-sidt

9 Pooling or coordination agreements that reduce resource
resource.

requirements; and

W-LAny other supply-side resources

ii. Existing Demand-Side Resources
The utility shall identify, evaluate and discuss in its IRP Report all

existing demand-side resources, including existing energy efficiency

programs.

iii. Existing Transmission
To the extent a utility utilizes transmission resources to meet or reduce its

forecasted load requirements, the utility shall evaluate and discuss in its

IRP Report the condition of its existing transmission system.

iv. Viable AlternativeSupply-Side Options

A wide range of potentially viable supply-side resource alternatives,

including renewable and non-renewable options and energy storage, shall

be identified for further evaluation to meet the utility's resource

requirements.
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v. Viable Alternative Demand-Side Options

A wide range of potentially viable demand-side options, including but not

limited to energy efficiency, shall be identified for further evaluation to

meet the utility's resource requirements. I

vi. Viable Alternative Transmission Options

Any potentially viable transmission resources that may be utilized by a

utility to meet or reduce its forecasted load requirements, shall be

identified and discussed.

e. Preliminary Resource Screening
Identified resource additions should be analyzed to determine costs, effectiveness,

and other attributes such as potential future emission control or allowance costs to

the extent they are quantifiable. Resources that do not otherwise meet minimum

criteria including cost-effectiveness, risk mitigation, Weliabilitý, environmental, commented [BBS]: A resource's i&pact on system

and/or other governmental rules or policy sheeld-agay_be proposed for reliability is challenging to determine prior to formål

eliminathed from further consideration in the applicable planning cycle. A
ane

t ne
honu dhb heer elf glet en ra no

d

written explanation of such removal, including the basis therefore, shall be process. See 25x'25 Comments on Proposed IRP Rule,

provided in the Utility Resource Plan: Methodoloey and Inputs Report. To the AII.2, page 10

extent circumstances change, resources may be reevaluated. Ëlimination of

resources in the preliminarv scieening stage should be minimal and shall not be

thè orilV basis on Which resource pbrtfolios are developed. The oreliminarv

sõreening shaltfurther inform but nòt overly limit the set of resource options commented [BB10]: The preliminary screening should

eliminate only resources that do not meet minimum criteria

.

such that the resulting set of resources contains a reasonabk

.
ARRIVSIS mnge of resources. See 25x'25 Comments on Proposed IRP

Rule, 4.H.1, page 6.

(La.___ Development and Analysis of Multiple Resource Portfolios

The Utility Resource Plan shall be based on a planning process that identifies

multiple a minimiiriof tiiree (npotentütÏresoukiliortfolios using scenario

planning and serišitivity analyseo,dith at least one portfolio based on stakeholder

in2ut. Each portfolio shall meet reliability criteria and objectives established m oientii e on

the planning process. The objective of scenario planning and sensitivity analysiS practices in IRP planning See 25x'25 Initial Comments on

is for the utility to evaluate the robustness of its Resource Plan(s) against potential F-"' "i - -

futures by varying key uncertainties impacting the planning process. The

sensitivity and scenario analyses utilized shall be described in the Utility

Resource I lan. -Though other assumptions may be considered, the following kre

eften-shall bekvaluated in scenario and sensitivity
analyses-lindily4RP-studiM°_ Commented [BB121:Utilities should conduct sensitivity

analyses to cover a number of future scenarios and risks. Se

25x'25 Comments on Proposed IRP Rule, 4.11.1, page 9

A. Fuel prices;

B. Changes in load;

C. Technology costs;

D. Environmental regulations;
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E. Inflation;

F. Capital costs; and

G. Future O&M costs

b. Comparison of Multiple Resource Portfolios

The portfolios identified should be compared based on the utility's ability to meet

its identified planning objectives as described in accordance with Section 104.1.a.

Each portfolio's performance in meeting these obiectives =::: Voylg,;:::Ltial
eateemes-over the planning horizon shall be quantified usine relevant metrics,

including but not limited to-c-emparisen-ef:

i. the net present values tof total revenue requirements of each portf'olio;

ii. ihe Loss of Load Expeciation (LOLE) or another standard reliabilitv

metrÍci
iii. monthl costumer bill linoact for average residential customer:

iv. total gällons or acre-feet of water consumed:

v. totis of emissions (e.g. nitrogen oxides or NOx. sulfur oxides or SOx.

atmospheric carbon of C02. etc.3;

vi. percentage of enerav mix reasonablv achieved through use of
renewähle enerev:

vii. beroentaãe of enerdŸ mÏxienerated by 15cal. inotate resource:

viii. total annual cost and portion of portfolio cost spent on new capital

projectsi
ix. and total annual cost and portion of porttblio cbst spent on fuel. commented ÈBB13]: These metrics are based on best

practices in IRP planning. See 25x'25 Comments on

lie vortfolios klentified sliall aÏso e compàed bashd on the risks associated with
Development oflRP Rule, 2.5, page 11.

contract durations for non-utility-òwned resources. IThe utility shall include an commented [BB14]: Utilities should be required to

evaluation and discussion of existine utility-owined generation and determine consider components beyond cost, such as risk, when

st-effectiveness of coniinued operation of existing suppiv compared tvith
ompcan g er nd5sh en ees irce cont

procurement of alterriative supplv-side or demand-side resourceS) Rule, 4.III.2, page 12.

Commented (BB15]: It can be more cost-etfective to

c. Indication of Utility's Preferred Portfolio procure alternative supply or demand resources than to

The utility shall summarize the results of its resource portfolio evaluation continue operating existing supply (even including certain

identifies and identify one or ::::: preferred
s an s sr

e

preceadshoulde cSomp2a5red2tocost

portfolio that provides long-range guidance for the Commission and represent comments on Proposed IRP Rule, 4.11.2, page 11.

potentially viable resource options in the future,

3. Near-term Action Plan
[The utility shall deveÍö an actioËplan _hy

sóecifies near-term actions over the next five (5) vears. Íhe action ohm shall include

the sii . timine. axl t pe of planneiresource additions and retirements, including both

supply side resources and the -aaless-specifieel‡yddensified withnwhe-Utility

7
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adoption of customer oroerams (e.e.

demand side manaaement3that alien with the results of the Utilitv Resource Plan. Commented [BB16]: An IRP must provide a meaningful

link to actual resource procurement decisions, otherwise an

105 (RP Schedule and StakeÍ1okkr Participati
nRcud vn

of s

nrercer
gr s a ed

ohneb5esparracem

The following schedule is applicable to the Utility Resource Plan Reporting IRP planning. See 25x'25 Comments on Proposed IRP Ruk

Requirements set forth herein:
4.111.1, page ll, and 25x'25 Comments on Development of

RP u

1. Electric Utilities subject to the provisions of this Rule shall file their MUtility Resource commented [BB17]: Customers of vertically integrated

Plan: Methodoloey and Inouts Report no later than t (‡26) months after
utilitiesnslavelittle tton 11

over thleLgenerationre ources

issuance of the Commission's Final Order Approving this Rule. Each successive Utility stakeholder groups that represent these customers and other

Resource Plan process shall begLn-filed- no later than three (3) years thereafter. The interests to weigh in on the resource planning process is

utility Resewec-e-Phashall inelude-make a good faith effort to make data and
critical.

information included in its Methodology and Inouts Reoort available to the public, The This iterative process allows for meaningfill stakeholder

utilitv may file a confidential set of work nacers containine anv confidential commercial engagement to take place, ensuring transparency,

and financial information and trade secrets.c:::: l'd::St 1
append: ::st af

accountability, and accuracy.

-Copies of these See 25x'25 Comments on Proposed IRP Rule, 4.1.2, page 7

work papers may be obtained in accordance with the Confidentiality provisions of this

Rule.
the Utility Resource Planning cycle to begin 12 months afte

Final Order Approving this Rule and be concluded 120 day

2. Within fifteen (15) davs of a utilitv filine its Methodology and Inputs Report, a meeting
atË

ds

maelio a po n adtea
s

nin
et

s5t

shall be established for the utility to present its oroposed Methodology and Inputs Report planning cycle at t11is 16 month mark, althougli it suggests ,

to interested stakeholders and solicit feedback. The utility shall be responsible for cycle start date of6 months following the Final Order

coordinatine meeting time. location. and telecoñference access. The utility shall be
Approving this Rule.

responsible for maintaining a webpage to publicize this and other information relevant to

anv interested party.

3. Within forty-five (45) days of a utility filing its Utilityeeseufee-P-laaMethodoloev and

Inputs Report, any interested party may file comments addressing the UtŒg Ree: ::

PlaaMethodoloev and Inouts Report.

4. Within thirty (30) davs of the filing deadline for stakeholder comments on the

Methodoloev and Inouts Report. the utilitv shall incorporate anv feedback thev deem

aporopriate. If utilities reject specific comments, interested parties mav protest within

fifteen (151 days. In this case, the Commission should ultimately decide and release an

order for a course of action. Following the completion ofthe Methodoloev and Inputs

Report development, the utility shall begin to conduct its Analysis.

5. Within fifteen (15) days of a utilitv filing its Analysis, a meetine shall be established for

the utilitv to present its Analvsis to interested stakeholders and solicit feedback. The

utility shall be responsible for coordinating meetine time. location, and teleconference

access. The utilitv shall be responsible for maintainine a weboane to publicize this and

other information relevant to anv interested party.

6. Within forty-five(45) davs of a utilitv filing its Analysis. any interested partv may file

comments addressine the Analysis.

8
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4-7.Within thirty (30) davs of filine deadline for stakeholder comments on the Analvsis, the

utility shall review and selectively adopt stakeholder feedback. If utilities reiect specific

comments, interested parties mav orotest within fifteen_(15) davs. In this case, the

Commission should ultimatelv decide and release an order for a course of action.

-AS.Following a utility's incorporation of stakeholder feedback into its Analysis, The-the

Staff shall have sixty (60) days to evaluate and file any comments on the P4anAnalysis.
tymi‡hin-4ifteelM-1-5-)4aymf‡he-utnitydilling

If the Staff believes the use of consultants is necessary or

helpful in its review of any Utility Resource Plan, the utility may be required to pay for

the cost of such consultants and to recover said costs in rates.

9. Within fifteen (15) days of the Staff evaluation of the Analvsis, anv interested partv mav

file comments addressine the Staffevaluation.

9-LThe Commission shall review the Utility Resource Plan ami--Hete-any-defielenefes

and ultimatelv

render a decision either anoroving the Plan's preferred resource portfolio, accrovine it

sublect to stated conditions. approvine one of the alternative resource portfolios,

approving it in part and reiecting it in part, reiecting it as filed. or orovide an alternative

plan within sixty (60) days after the Plan's submittal bv the utilitv. The Public Utilities

Staff ("Staff')shall assist the Commission with its review.

-lALThe Commission may require the utility to re-evaluate and resubmit its Utility

Resource Plan for the current planning cycle to address any concerns raised in the

comments or expressed by the Staff or Commission.

44-12. The Utility Resource Plan cycle is concluded a minimum of

two hundred eightv-five (285) days after submittal of the Utility

Resource Plan Methodology and Inputs Report by the utility.

106 Mid-Point Supply-Side Update

At approximately the mid-point of the utility's three-year planning cycle, regulated

electric utilhies shall file a written report bontaining updated information and data

including -but not limited to

the followire:an overviávofall generation assets; data outlining the last three vears Commented [BB19]: The text as proposed provides an

perfonnance; infoiinatißn on anticipated future output levels: investments in operations opportunity for significant resource procurement decisior

and inaîntenance: and anv material changes in economic assumptions (e.g., future natural be made outside ofthe regular IRP process and therefore

gas pride forecasts or alternative technology costs) g-ev-jforecastedload requirements. outside of acceptable levels of transparency and stakehol

Any poviously undiscÏoseicapacÍty needs that are idenŠfied in the Mid-Point Supply $" a

ie o uepp e aSeaf au includi

Side Update shall be supported by good cause explanation. In the event a Mid-Point stakeholders to ensure prudency of any resource procure

Supply-Side Update identifies a previously undisclosed need for capacity in excess of 75 decisions.

MW, then the Update shall also include a description of and timeline associated with the See25x'25 Comments on Proposed IRP Rule, 4.HI.2, pt

11.
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utility's plan to secure such resource. Any self-build option identified in the Mid-Point

Supply-Side Update must be compared to other available market opportunities, which eae

igbe satisfied through a competitive solicitation for engineering, procurement, and commented (BB20]: Tlie text as proposed allows utilitie:

construction services. Submission of the Mid-Point Supply Side Update in no way to hold a competitive solicitation but does not require tliem

affects or relieves a utility of its separate obligation to obtain regulatory approval for the
',°de

ted wi
lic Idee

atio f e

fpe
i

ebceo
petitive

acquisition of any resource(s) described therein.
options. See 25x'25 Comments on Proposed IRP Rule,

4.III.2, page 11.

I

107. Annual Energy Delivery Plan
All regulated gas and electric utilities shall report to the Commission annually on their

efforts to improve energy delivery, through modernization of existing infrastructure,

improvements to lower energy delivery costs (e.g., by expanding access to supply

alternatives or relieving congestion in the delivery system), and/or through expansion of

energy delivery to additional customers.

Within sixty (60) days the Commission's fmal approval of this Rule, utilities subject to

the provisions herein shall present for Commission approval a proposed plan or schedule

according to which the utility will meet the reporting requirements of the Annual Energy

Delivery Plan. At a minimum, the Annual Energy Delivery Plan shall include the

information referenged in Subsections 1-6 below, and each utility's Annual Energy

Delivery Plan shall be reviewed by the Staff. If the Staff believes the use of consultants

is necessary or helpful in its review of a utility's Annual Energy Delivery Plan, the

utility may be required to pay for the cost of such consultants and to recover said costs

in rates.

1. Demand Response and Energy Efficiency("Demand-Side Management")

a. Design
Utilities regulated by the Commission shall implement reasonable demand

response and energy efficiency options for customers that are designed to

achieve cost-effective energy and/or demand savings, considering factors

such as: quantifiable and achievable savings, customer reliability benefits,

cost effectiveness, rate impacts, and customer interest and participation

potential. The Annual Energy Delivery Plan shall include a description of all

such programs,
i

Well- designed demand-side management offerings provide opportunities for

customers of all types to adopt energy efficiency and demand saving

measures to increase control and provide greater opportunities to reduce their

energy bills. For purposes of this rule, demand-side management includes

energy conservation, energy efficiency, demand response, and strategic load

growth.

Energy conservation and efficiency include educating customers about

practical tips and ideas to reduce energy usage (e.g., suggested winter and

summer thermostat settings) and reducing the rate at which energy is used by

equipment and/or processes while maintaining or improving the customer's

existing level of comfort and end-use functionality. Such reductions in

10
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energy usage may be achieved, for example, by substituting more advanced

technology or improving the thermal properties of abuilding. Energy

conservation programs can be included in portfolios of energy efficiency

plans.

Demand response offerings lower peak demand. Options include direct load

control efforts (e.g., via air conditioner cycling) and interruptible rates

(providing rate discounts in exchange for the right to reduce a customer's

energy demand during a specified number of hours each year coinciding

with high energy demand and/or emergency conditions). New or advanced

technologies (e.g., energy storage) are another option.

trategic load giowth benefits customers throu h increased use of utility

services without increasine oeâk demand resultÍng in potentiany-decreased

customer rates. Strategio load growth may occur as a result of new customers

being added to the utility's sys ein (e.g., through economic development), or

it may corisist of growth in the loads of existing ustomers (e.g ,
electric

vehicles or in istilal electric process equipment that is more economical for

customer). Às sales increase there is an increase of billing determinants

that leads to dównward pressure on rates, because there are more unit sales

over which to spread fixed costs, Ïhis benefits all customers. The purpose of

strategic load growth programs is to incentivize the more efficient usage of

utility infrastructure and resources. Load growth activities leading to an

increase in peak demand should not be permitted. as thev do not incentivize

the more efficient usae,e of utilitv infrastructure and resources]
' commented [BB211:"Strategicload growth" typically

refers to an increase in end-use consumption. Any refemm

Strategic load growth may also address the Commission's statutory policy
os a ec ad o ua pec a e oad growth

objective to foster, encourage, enable and facilitate economic development in Increases in peak load do not constitute strategic load gros

the State, and to support and augment economie development activities, and and do not benefit all customers.

to take every opportunity to advance the economic development of the State.
x'25 Comments on Proposed IRP Rule, 4.HL4.A,

This may include the encouragement of universal access to utility services
-

--- --

through infrastructure expansion to areas that currently do not have such

services,

b. Evaluation of Demand-Side Management Offerings

Cost-effectiveness tests measure and value the benefits and costs of demand-

side management investments relative to long-term supply options. Evaluation

of cost-effectiveness is only one aspect of long-term integrated resource and

energy delivery planning; enhancing reliability and managing potential risks

must also be considered in the planning process.

Utilities must demonstrate that they have evaluated the proposed demand-

side management investments using at least three industry-accepted tests,

including the Total Resource Cost test and the Utility Cost Test, and provide

results of the analysis within the Annual Energy Delivery Plan filing. The

results of the analyses should also provide details on the reliability and risk

11
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impacts ofthe utility's planned demand-side management investments.

The inputs and assumptions used, as well as the precise utilization of cost-

effectiveness tests and the definitive balancing of perspectives, shall be

developed by the individual utility. The near-term and longer-term impacts

on customers and on utility financial integrity must be factored into the final

decision to proceed or not to proceed with any demand-side management

investment.

c. Cost Recovery for Demand-Side Management

The primary goal of demand-side management is to defer or avoid energy

usage and for customers to achieve the concomitant savings without

requiring them to involuntarily sacrifice comfort or reliability, or accept

undue risks. Additionally, demand-side management can be useful in

reducing customer demands which, in the long run, may reduce or delay

investments in fixed costs needed to meet peak demands (e.g., generation,

bulk transmission). Further goals include providing new and innovative

options to customers to help meet their energy needs, mitigating

environmental impacts, and fostering increased modernization of the energy

grid. The Commission recognizes and accepts that this goal of avoiding

energy usage, if not properly addressed, can be detrimental to utilities and

their owners under traditional cost-of-service ratemaking, especially where

utilities are adequately meeting their obligation of producing low-cost,

reliable energy services. The Commission recognizes, further, that

accomplishing the goals of demand-side management requires actions on the

part of both the utility and its customers, which is different from actions

associated with a utility adding a new supply resource.;Theiefordi utilities

hall be alloWed an opporturiify to recover-the reasonable and prudent costs

incurred by thei in maltinÈtdeniand-side mapagement investments,

including airopportunity to èarn a reasonablgreturn. comparable to the

itilitv's weidhted averaèe cost of capitaLilierèon.

n its ForniúÏa llate Ël n, ach utility niay propose an approach to earn a

returri on demand-side management investrients, as capitalized costs rathet

than extensedL to place such investments on more equal footing with other
commented [BB221: Ifdemand-side management

.

investments are earning a rate of return, it should be ma<

supply-side resource and infrastructure investments on which utilities earn a clear that they are capitalized and not expensed. If this

return. Demand-side management investments shall include, but not be construct is being used, then the rules should also clarif

limited to, equipment, incentives and rebates, marketing and delivery, direct the utility.would need to request the Commission treat I

.

.

mvestment as a regulatory asset with a rate ofretum

installation costs (including plumbing installations), and any administration comparabÌe to the weighted average cost of capital.

costs. Incentives may include information, technical assistance, leasing

programs, product promotions and direct financial inducements. Financial This is a significant issue from a ratemaking perspectiv

.

should be addressed in its own proceeding, as it has

mducements may include, but are not limited to, rebates, discounted implicatioris for the overallratemaking construct ofthe

products and services, appliances and alternative fmancing arrangementS. Comnússion. 25x'25 strongly recommends that MPSC

Any financial inducements undertaken by a utility intended to be reflected in a separatedocket and proceeding to considerthe cost

the utility's rates, including traditional promotional practices of the utilities
recovery ofDSM mvestments.

contemplated in MPSC Docket No. 1994-UA-115, must be incorporated See 25x'25 Comments on Proposed1RP Rule, 4.IIL4,
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under and meet the cost effectiveness requirements described in this rule to

the extent that such financial inducement allows the customer to make a

decision between using natural gas or electricity.

Utilities may also propose a mechanism to adjust budgets and cost recovery

to respond to customer demand, to take advantage of market opportunities,

to deal with oversubscriptions and to avoid stop-start funding.

ost recovery should be addressed in each utiÈtýŸformula rate plan an<i

emand-side management expenditures, includhig afly over or under

ecovery of spending in an annual period -Awanda

tilities shan ot farihe÷propose in their Annual Energý Delivery Plans

o add demalid side managemelit as a metric tò any performance-based rate

adjustment. as this wolild not be necessarv ifthev are alreadv earnine a

return on deinañd-side manamenientinvestments. Sales shall not be used as 4

ineasure of pérformance dile tä the potentiabfor beneficial glectrification,

ecopomi gowth, and increased customer demand, which couki mask the

gffectiyeness of demanddide managemeni
commenteci (8823]: 25x'25 recommends an annúal ti

up for derhand-side management (DSM) investments, an

Third-party evaluation, measurement and verification ("EM&V") shall not be
(°a baksedon future delivery of DM

required where the utility offers to provide its analyses used in evaluating

demand-side management investments to the Staff and any public witnesses in See 25x'25toinments on Proposed IRP Rule, 4.DL pi

conjunction with the Evaluation of Demand-Side Management Offerings.

Where a utility chooses not to make its analyses available, the utility shall

contract with an independent third-party vendor to conduct EM&V, utilizing

accepted industry standards, and shall file the report of the third- party vendor

with the Commission.

2. Distributed Energy Resources ("DER")
In the context of this Rule, DER means utility-owned (or controlled) equipment (i.e.,

physical assets) used to generate, adjust, store, or sometimes deliver energy

performed by a variety of devices at the distribution system-level. Anticipated

investments in DERs should be included as an appendix to the Annual Energy

Delivery Plan developed by each utility. Recovery of demand-side management

investments should be addressed in each utility's formula rate plan as a known and

measurable change.

All regulated electric utilities shall also include as an Appendix to their Annual
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Energy Delivery Plan the annual avoided cost calculations utilized in connection

with the Mississippi Renewable Energy Net Metering Rule.

3. Transmission and Distribution Systems

Each utility shall also include in its Annual Energy Delivery Plan a list of new

transmission lines and other associated facilities which are under construction or for

which there are specific plans to be constructed during the relevant planning horizon,

including capacity and voltage levels, location, cost estimates and schedules for

completion and operation, to the extent such have been developed. This includes

reporting relevant collaborative transmission planning projects occurring within the

context of any regional planning organization such as the Mideontinent Independent

System Operator or the Southeastern Regional Transmission Planning group.

To the extent practical, the utility shall include similar information about its

distribution plans. The utility shall also include a discussion of the adequacy of its

transmission and distribution systems, including the reliability, resiliency and storm

hardened condition of the transmission and distribution systems.

Reasonable and appropriate vegetation management is essential to ensuring the

resilience, as well as protecting the safety, of the energy grid and related environment.

Effective vegetation management, along with other grid resiliency measures, are

important factors in the prevention of and recovery from electric system outages. The

Commission, however, recognizes that factors outside the utility's control, such as

weather, can significantly impact the need to change vegetation spending from year-

to-year. Similarly, federal mandates to address grid resiliency are also often outside

the utility's control.

To emphasize the importance placed by the Commission on the reliability, resiliency

and safety ofthe transmission system and to allow the utilities to effectively manage

the quality of the service they provide, the Commission shall allow utilities exact

recovery of any vegetation management and inspection related costs associated with

North American Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC") compliance rules, plans,

programs, or requirements, including costs associated with critical infrastructure

protection plans ("NERC CIP"). Utilities shall be allowed to remove these NERC

costs from base rates and reflect them through a proposed alternative cost recovery

mechanism and may choose to defer and amortize any such costs over five years.

To allow utilities to effectively manage vegetation growth and to more quickly

improve grid resiliency at the distribution level, the Commission shall allow utilities

exact recovery of all such related costs. Therefore, utilities may remove all

vegetation management costs and Commission-approved grid resiliency costs fmm

base rates and reflect them through alternative cost recovery mechanism and may

choose to defer and amortize such costs over fiveyears.

Any such costs treated pursuant to this Section that are approved for alternative cost

recovery shall be audited by the Staff in its review of the utility's Annual Energy
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Delivery Plan. Every four years, unless modified by the Commission, the Staff shall

review and comment on the vegetation management plans of each electric utility. If

the Staff believes the use of a consultant is necessary or helpful in its review of a

utility's vegetation management plan, the utility may be required to pay for the cost

of such consultant and to recover said costs in rates.

4. Customers
igÄnn al Energy Ì eÏiÑery PÏan, theitilityshall adtÍýess how it proposes to reach

low-income customers in relation to planned demandiside management and DER

iiitestinents. The utility shall also addresskhether it próposes to provide demand-

sjkÎ iilanagement offé ings directigorjndirectly through financial support of

programs for low-iticóine households To foster increased demand-side management

and DER investmentithat will benefi low-income customers, the Commission shall

exeriipt from the proscriptions set out in Chapter 22 of these Rules and allow

recoyery as cost of service of up to $250 0001set amount per year of utility

chaiitable contributions to organizations that directly did Ïow-income customers to

fostår ilicreased access fó demand-side management and DER options. The amount

to he recovered shallie deterniined bv the Commission through a separate. robust

evalüation to ensure prudenev. To furiher workforce and ebonomic deyelopment,

kailifiés shall be allowed to recoup as bost of service afauldit-iena143-§4heG9set

amöimt per year ofùfilityLeharitable coritributions fòr STEM scholarships for

minorities and scholarship¼ for training in the utility itidustry and to non-profit and

state or local goterrimental entitiegtlfåi provide eafly cliildhood edtication,

workforce development, and career gd technical training. The amount to be

recovered shall be determined bv the Commission throuzh a separate. robust

evalliation to ánside prudency. The séparaté evaluations shall be basedon benefit

cosianalvsis principíàs to ensure these exemptions are in alienment With

transparency standarda and public dolicy goalS
Commented [BB24]: 25x'25 has deep concerns regard

the exemption of expenditures from prudency review or

The Commission also recognizes that, for many customers, lacking access to
aco eennei na e sne these exempRtionseni

affordable capital impedes adoption of demand-side management and DER. To 25x'25 strongly recommends the MPSC open a separate

encourage the development by utilities of tariffed on-bill offerings and on-bill docket and proceeding to consider the monetaty

financing options, any Commission-approved tariffed on-bill offering or on-bill
disbursements as outlined in Section 107.4.

fmancing program that focuses on demand-side management or DER' shall be See 25x'25 Comments on Proposed IRP Rule, 4.1114,p

exempt from Rule 8.125.2 of the Commission's Rules and Regulations Governing

Public Utility Service.

5. Enabling Technology
The Commission recognizes that existing and emerging technologies and

information, and the data such technologies provide, may enable more efficient,

cost-effective, and reliable service. Increased broadband access and the security,

storage, and use of data are two examples. The Commission recognizes the benefits

of utilities accumulating, storing, and utilizing customer data to improve service,

enhance reliability, and provide new and innovative offerings to customers, and

therefore recognizes that customer data is affected with the public interest.

' Any such programs require and shall continue to require to separate Commission approval prior to implementation.

I
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Recognizing that customer data has inherent value and should be protected from

public disclosure, public utilities are hereby entrusted as the custodians of customer

data and should seek to capture that value for the benefit of customers as approved

by the Commission. Utilities also must ensure that customer data is reasonably

secure. bustomers nia iguesŒÏÏnmeëÏaie no-charie aËúeis io datathevienerata

äißiniide to the utility; and the utilit* shall brovide thbm-with sucli upon renuest:

N/ithili tiie Annual Endrgy Delivery Planftling, the utiËtýshall set out its

perspectÑe on the avållability arid benefits of existing alid émerging technology and

how nie utility is utiližing customer data as it relates to ènÏ1ancing utility service,

thiÏë elisiiring servÌàà at ihe loweil, redsonable cosÏ js a hallmark of the

Coinmission, the public interest is seived by improving reliability (e.g
,

resiliency

and storm recovery and hardening and grid modernization), promoting ecónomic

develoýment (e.g., attracting búsinesses to locate or expand) and providing customer

access to enhanced services (e.g., exganding natural gas service, new technologies

and broadband). Tho*Commission encourages utilities to make new investments

that iricorporate, iñ somé meastire, all three components. For example, reasonable

investment that indüces affordable access to fi6er-to-the-home, which provides

sufficient level of doivnload/upload speeds, encompasses all three components and

wojgd be deemed iirthe pubüc interesy

o enàourage investment of the type mentioned aboýe and which are hereby deemed

to piömote the ptíblic interest, the Coinmission shall determine in a separate, robust

enluation options to incent utilities io make such investments. ereates41y-eperation

e that shall be knowrias Enhanced Grid Investments ("EGI").

Afiticipated EGPaliall be designated as such in the Ànnual Energy Delivery Plan,

añ&the Staff shallŸeview EGI to coriflim that the designated EGI is reasonably

likely to.improÑe feliabilify, proinate economic development and improve customer

ac60ss to modern service during thidegireciable liSof the investment. EGI

Ïihnlemented pursuint to this provisión shall not feqâre a facilities certificate,

ùìileas comprised of new generatioiand transmissidn. EGI investitient shall be

eþreciated over the life of the asset but in no event so ner th n 10 ýears from the

indserVice date.

Éxpansion ofiro ba parlicula rural broadband, is of particular importande to

the Commissioiv6ecause such exýansion is consistent with a number of policy

iters that underliè public utility regulation, inchiding the availdbility of adequate

and reliable service, continued senibe to customers consistent with the level of

séryice needed to promote the piiblic welfare, and with the authorÏzation and

nipowerment provided by the Legislature to the Còmmission to take every

bpportunity to jdvancethe econornic development ofthe state. As with.reliability

benefits, tlie benefits of broadband 4xpansion - while real- are difficult-to quantify.
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'Ï'o alÏ$ iltÏlÏties to riquickly e ild Broadband goess; utilities thai are rate

I
reglilated bithe Coiniñission may, on afi annual basia, make up to man

amotriffo be determinèd by the Coniniissioniin direct or indirect investments in a
Commented [BB25]:25x'25 has deep concernsregarding

project or company (with particular emphasis on and due consideration given to
the exemption of expenditures from prudency review or

those types of endeavors authorized by the Mississippi Broadband Enabling Act)
acos eenne na e me ,ethes exempRt are not i

that has as its direct purpose the expansion of broadband service (or other
25x'25 strongÍy recommends the MPSC open a separate

technology that enables internet access) to underserved customers in Mississippi.
docket and proceeding to consider the monetary

Any such investment shall be recorded to a regulatory asset to be included in the
disbursements as outlined in Section 107.5.

utility's rate base, subject to Commission approval, and shall be amortized over a See 25x'25 Comments on Proposed IRP Rule, 4.HL4, page

period no longer than ten years. Because of the inherent, yet difficult to quantify,

benefits of such investments, no cost/benefit analysis shall be required. Any such

expenditures made by a rate regulated utility under this paragraph shall be used to

provide services only to customers of the utility providing such investment. The

utility making the investment may rely on the representations of the entity receiving

the funds and no independent verification is required of the funding utility.

This section shall be revisited five (5) years after the effective date of this Rule.

6. Annual Reporting Requirements

Anticipated investments in demand-side management and DERs shall be included

as Appendix A to the Annual Energy Delivery Plan developed by each utility in

accordance with this Rule. This report also shall include:

a. The amounts actually invested in demand-side management and DER

offerings for the prior year;

b. A measure of the savings resulting from demand-side management; and

c. A detailed description of any changes proposed to take place during the next

year, along with rationale supporting such changes.

If Staff finds, after reviewing a utility's Appendix A, that a demand-side performance

measure is not sufficiently promoting adequate investment, then Staffmay

recommend that the Commission establish an individual savings target for the utility.

The Commission may hear the matter after proper notice and issue an appropriate

order.

108. Confidentiality
The Commission recognizes that resource planning involves the use and analysis of

confidential commercial and financial information and trade secrets. The protection of

confidential information benefits utility customers by ensuring that the rates they pay are

not unnecessarily increased due to the dissemination of market-sensitive data. Therefore,

the public interest requires that confidential commercial and financial information and

trade secrets of public utilities be protected to the full extent of the law.
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Each electric utility subject to this Rule shall submit to the Commission a
non-disclosure

agreement for the Commission to maintain on file. Any interested party may obtain the

confidential work papers of the utility filed pursuant to this Rule upon filing with the

Commission and serving upon the utility an executed copy of the relevant utility non-

disclosure agreement on file with the Commission.

109. Waiver
Exemptions from this Rule may be granted by the Commission in accordance with the

Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure.
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